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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, ALFRED GRIEB, a citi 

Zen of the United States, residing at Eliza 
beth, in the county of Union and State of 
New Jersey, have invented certain new and 
useful Improvements in Feeding Mecha 
nism for Sewing-Machines, of which the 
following is a specification, reference being 
had therein to the accompanying drawings. 
This invention relates to an improvement 

in that class of differential feeding mecha 
nism designed especially for operation upon 
knit goods, to prevent distortion in the 
stitch-forming and feeding operations, form 
ing the subject of the United States patent 
to P. Diehl and A. Grieb, No. 814,027, of 
March 6, 1906; and it has for its object to 
provide mechanism of the class described 
which shall be more effective and more 
readily adjusted. 
According to the present improvement, 

the feeding mechanism comprises two pivot 
ally connected feed-bars each carrying a 
feed-dog and provided with suitable initial 
lifting means and with actuating means for 
imparting thereto simultaneous feeding 
movements, the connection with said actuat 
ing means of one of the feed-bars being so 
constructed and arranged as to impart ad 
ditionally to its respective feed-dog rising 
and falling movements relative to those of 
the other feed-dog. It also includes a readily 
accessible device carried by said actuating 
means for varying the relative rising and 
falling movements of the feed-dogs. It 
further includes a presser-foot of special 
form for coöperating with the differentially 
acting feed-dogs in effectively feeding the 
work to and beyond the stitch-forming 
mechanism. 
In the drawings, Figure 1 is a transverse 

sectional elevation of a Singer overseaming 
sewing machine embodying the present in 
provements. Fig. 2 is a plan representing 
separately the feeding mechanism, and Fig. 
3 a sectional elevation of the operative 
mechanism for the feed-rocker. Fig. 4 is 
a perspective view, partly in Section, and 
Fig. 5 a plan of the presser-foot, and Fig. 
6 a front view of the presser-foot repre 
senting in section the throat-plate and feed 
dogs in the positions of Such parts shown 
in Fig. 1 
The machine frame comprises the base 1 

and overhanging bracket-arm 2 in which is 

journaled the transverse inclined rock-shaft 
3 with forwardly extending arm 4 connected 
by means of the forked link 5 with the col 
lar 6 fixed upon the needle-bar 7 which car 
ries the needle 8. The primary looper 10, 
which seizes the thread-loops from the 
needle beneath the throat-plate 9, is secured 
within the carrier 11 mounted upon the full 
crum-stud 12 fixed in the base 1; and the 
Secondary looper 13 is fixed upon the carrier 
14 Suitably journaled within the bed for os 
cillatory movement in a plane parallel with 
the similar movements of the primary looper 
at an angle with the inclined needle 8, and 
is adapted to take loops from the primary 
looper and to present loops above the throat 
plate for passage of the needle, all as shown 
and described in my pending application 
Serial No. 368,035. The means by which 
the needle and loopers are actuated from 
the main-shaft are not shown herein, as 
they form no part of the present improve 
ment. 
The main or primary feed-bar 15 has 

fixed upon its forward end the primary feed 
dog 16 and is connected adjacent the same 
by means of a pivotal pin 17 to the upper 
end of an eccentric-rod 18 having upon its 
lower end the strap 19 embracing the feed 
lifting eccentric 20 upon the main-shaft 21 
extending longitudinally through the ma 
chine. At its rearward end the primary 
feed-bar is secured by means of a set-screw 
22 to a transverse pin 23 journaled in the 
upwardly extending ears 24 of the feed 
rocker connected by means of the sleeve 25 
which is journaled upon the shaft 26 
mounted in bushings 27 within suitable 
bearing brackets 28 at the rearward side 
of the frame. 
Upon one end of the sleeve 25 of the feed 

rocker is adjustably secured a lateral crank 
arm 29 which is pivotally connected with 
the upper end of a link 30 whose lower end 
carries a block 31 adjustably secured by well 
known means within a circular groove 32 in 
the segmental arm 33 of an angular lever 
mounted upon a fixed fulcrum 34 and hav 
ing an upwardly extending arm 35 which is 
connected by a pivotal pin 36 with one end 
of an eccentric-rod 37 provided with a strap 
38 embracing the feed-actuating eccentric 
39 upon the main-shaft 21, as indicated in 
my said application. As will be observed, the 
shifting of the lower end of the link 30 to 
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ward or from the fulcrum-pin 34 serves to 
diminish or increase the rocking movements 
imparted to the feed-rocker from the ec. 
centric 39, and communicates correspond 
ing variations in the feeding movements of 
the primary feed-dog derived therefrom. 
Adjacent the fulcrum-pin 17 the primary 

feed-bar carries a shouldered screw 40 Serv 
ing as a fulcrum-stud upon which is mount 
ed the rock-lever, constituting an auxiliary 
feed-bar 41, which carries at its forward end 
the auxiliary feed-dog 42 disposed rearward 
of the lateral feeding surface of the primary 
feed-dog upon the side toward which the 
looper-thread loops are carried by the Sec 
ondary looper for passage of the needle. At 
its reaward end the auxiliary feed-bar is 
connected by means of a pivotal-pin 43 With 
the forward end of a bent link 44 whose 
opposite end is connected by means of the 
stud-screw 45 with a forwardly projecting 
arm 46 of a bent lever whose stem 47 is full 
crumed by means of the stud-screw 48 upon 
the feed-rocker rearward of the sleeve 25. 
The lever 46 47 has a depending finger 49 
with rounded extremity 50 entering an an 
nular groove or recess 51 in the head 52 of 
an adjusting screw 53 tapped into a depend 
ing lug 54 of the feed-rocker transversely of 
its supporting shaft 26. 
In the normal operation of the machine, 

the feeding movements of the primary feed 
ing member are communicated bodily to the 
auxiliary feeding member through the piv 
otal connection of the two feed-bars, but as 
the primary feed-bar is connected to the 
feed-rocker directly above its axis of Oscil 
lation, while the auxiliary feed-bar is con 
nected thereto through the link 44 at a point 
disposed in advance of the axis of motion of 
the feed-rocker the rising and falling move 
ments of the auxiliary feed-dog in relation 
to those of the primary feed-dog are deter 
mined by the position of the stud-screw 45, 
which receives rising and falling as well as 
lateral movements from the feed-rocker. It 
will thus be seen that the feed-bar 41 re 
ceives rocking movements upon its Support 
ing stud 40, Serving to communicate to the 
auxiliary feed-dog 42 rising and falling 
movements in relation to the primary feed 
dog 16; the arrangement of the stud 40 be 
tween the pivotal pin 23 and the operative 
faces of the feed-dogs, and remote from said 
surfaces in the direction of seam, being Such 
that the tilting movement of the lever 41 
thereon involves the rising and falling of its 
forward end carrying the feed-dog 42 rather 
than the movement thereof in the direction 
of feed. As will be readily understood, the 
degree of relative rising and falling move 
ments between the feed-dogs 42 and 16 is de 
termined by the distance of the stud-screw 
45 in advance of the pivotal pin 23, and this 
is readily varied by turning the adjusting 
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screw-head 52 to shift the bent lever 4647 
upon the feed-rocker. To prevent the acci 
dental shifting of this bent lever through 
the working of the screw 53 in the continued 
operation of the machine, the lever 4647 is 
provided with a transverse slot 55 which is 
entered by the shank of a set-screw 56 
tapped into the feed-rocker and adapted to 
clamp the bent lever in fixed relation there 
with after its proper adjustment. 
The primary feed adjustment, effecting 

the feeding or work advancing movements 
of the primary feed-dog 16 and the aux 
iliary feed - dog 42, is preferably accom 
plished in the positions of the parts where 
in the primary feed-dog is at its extreme 
position in readiness for a feeding action 
and the segmental grooved or slotted arm 
33 of the actuating mechanism is in its low 
ered position in which it is concentric with 
the pivotal connection between the upper 
end of the link and the lateral arm 29 of the 
feed-rocker. To the upper end of the link 
30 is secured by means of the screw 57 the 
foot or shank 58 of a pointer arm 59 adapt 
cd, when the parts are in the described posi 
tions, to overlie the lower margin of a seg 
mental scale-plate 60 provided with suit 
ably numbered graduations to indicate the 
number of stitches per inch for the various 
adjustments of the block 31 carried by the 
lower end of the link 30 within the groove 
or slot 32 of the arm 33, such scale-plate 60 
being provided at opposite ends with feet 
secured by means of screws 61 to the work 
plate 62 of the machine. While the pri 
mary feed-actuating mechanism and the in 
dicator therefor, composed of the pointer 59 
and scale-plate 60, are herein represented in 
connection with and adapted to control both 
operative members of a compound feeding 
device, it is evident that they may be readily 
employed in connection with a simple feed 
ing device employing a single feed-bar 15. 
The bed of the machine is provided with 

an upwardly extending bearing plate 63 car 
rying a lateral fulcrum-pin 64 upon which is 
mounted the boss 65 of the forwardly ex 
tending presser-bar 66 provided at its for 
ward end with a transverse seat to which is 
secured by means of the fastening screw 67 
and washer 68 the laterally extending 
forked lug 69 of the presser-foot shank 70 
having rigidly connected thereWith the for 
wardly extending toe portion 71 overlying 
the primary feed-dog 16 and provided with 
a lateral notch or recess upon the side on 
which the overseam is formed by the stitch 
forming devices. Within the notched or re 
cessed portion of the rigid presser-foot mem 
ber is disposed the usual chaining finger 72 
having its angularly disposed foot-plate 73 
secured thereon by means of the fastening 
Screw 74. 
The presser-foot shank 70 is provided in 
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its lower portion with a rearwardly extend 
ing perforated lug 75 to which is secured by 
means of the pivotal pin 76 the forked rear 
ward end of the forwardly extending heel 
portion 77 which is disposed rearwardly of 
the laterally extending portion of the foot 
and provided with a channel 78 having at 
one side the depending lip 79 and at the 
other side a depending rib 80 with for 
wardly extending finger 81. The heel por 
tion 77 is arranged to overlie the auxiliary 
feed-dog 42, with its channel 78 in substan 
tial alinement with the chaining finger 72, 
but extends laterally so that the finger 81 
of the rib 80 is adapted, when the auxiliary 
feeding member is lowered, to rest upon the 
margin of the throat-plate adjacent the feed 
dog opening 82 therein. The presser-foot 
shank 70 is provided with a vertical aperture 
in the upper portion of which is adjustably 
secured by means of the set-screw 83 the 
thrust-pin 84 intermediate whose lower end 
and the top of the heel portion 79 is inter 
posed the spring 85 for normally pressing 
such heel portion downwardly. The rear 
ward end of the heel portion 77 is provided 
adjacent the pivotal pin 76 with an up 
wardly projecting stop finger 86 whose for 
ward side rests against the rear of the 
presser-foot shank and serves to limit the 
downward movement of the heel portion 
under the action of the spring 85. 
In the operation of the machine, after the 

formation of an overseam stitch, and while 
the needle is raised, both feed-dogs rise and 
effect their advance or feeding movement 
in conjunction with their superposed rigid 
and yielding presser-foot members. Before 
the end of this feeding movement, the aux 
iliary feed-dog 42 drops and is followed by 
the yielding presser-foot member 77 until 
material lying upon the same, thus offering 
an obstructing shoulder to the advance of 
the work under the continued operative 
movement of the primary feed - dog in 
conjunction with the coacting toe por 

presser - foot, thus crowding 
the material against the forward portion 
of the presser - foot member 77 beneath 
the needle. As the primary feed-dog 16 
drops, the presser-foot member 71 detains 
the material upon the throat-plate along the 
margin of the primary feed-dog aperture 
82, and the needle descends through the ma 
terial thus crowded together at the stitch 
ing point and a succeeding stitch is formed. 

It has been found desirable in practice to 
apply substantially the full power of the 
pressure spring 87 to the toe portion or pri 
mary member of the presser-foot in order 
to insure certainty of action of the primary 
feed-dog upon the material in advancing 
the same a full stitch length for each feeding 
movement, while a slight pressure upon the 

heel portion or secondary 

8 

y member of the 
presser-foot is sufficient to afford the requi 
site retardation of the feeding action when 
the auxiliary feed-dog 42 is lowered. By 
forming the presser-foot section 77 with a 
channel 78, not only is the chain or overseam 
permitted to pass freely beneath the same, 
but the drag which would otherwise be ap: plied to the thickened overseamed edge of 
the fabric by the presser-foot is avoided, and 
the consequent cramping of the margin of 
the material, especially in operation upon 
knit goods, is obviated. 
From the foregoing description, it is ob 

vious that the present improvement is sus 
ceptible of considerable modification, both 
in the construction and arrangement of the 
various parts of the differential feeding 
mechanism and of the coöperating presser 
foot, without departure from the present in 
vention, although the embodiment of the 
same herein shown and described is con 
sidered preferable. 
Having thus set forth the nature of the 

invention, what I claim herein is:- 
1. In a sewing machine, the combination 

with a feed-bar, a primary feed-dog carried 
thereby, actuating means connected with the 
feed-bar for imparting to the primary feed 
dog feeding movements in the direction of 
seam, and means connected with the feed 
bar for imparting to said feed-dog rising 
and falling movements, of a rock-lever pivot 
ally mounted upon the feed-bar at a point 
remote from said feed-dog in the direction 
of seam and bodily movable with the same, 
an auxiliary feed-dog fixed to said rock 
lever, and means for tilting said rock-lever 
to vary the height of the operative surface 
of the auxiliary feed-dog relatively to that 
of the primary feed-dog. 

the rib 80 rests upon the throat-plate or the 2. In a sewing machine, the combination 
with a feed-bar, a primary feed-dog car 
ried thereby, actuating means connected 
with the feed-bar for imparting to the pri 
mary feed-dog feeding movements in the di 
rection of seam, and means connected with 
the feed-bar for imparting to said feed-dog 
rising and falling movements, of a rock 
lever, an auxiliary feed-dog fixed to said 
rock-lever, a fulcrum-pin fixed upon said 
feed-bar intermediate its point of connection 
with said actuating means and the primary 
feed-dog and affording a fulcrum upon 
which said rock-lever is caused to follow the 
feeding and the rising and falling move 
ments of the feed-bar, and means operatively 
connected with the feed-bar actuating means 
for tilting said rock-lever to vary the height 
of the operative surface of the auxiliary 
feed-dog relatively to that of the primary 
feed-dog. 

3. In a sewing machine, the combination 
with a feed-bar, means for imparting rising 
and falling movements thereto, a primary 
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14. 

feed-dog carried by said feed-bar, a feed 
rocker to which said feed-bar is pivotally 
connected, and means for actuating said 
feed-rocker, of a rock-lever, a fulcrum-pin 
for said rock-lever mounted upon and par 
taking of all the movements of said feed 
bar and disposed in substantial alinement 
with the operative surface of the primary 
feed-dog, an auxiliary feed-dog fixed upon 
Said rock-lever, and a connection intermedi 
ate said rock-lever and the feed-rocker at 
a point of the latter offset from its pivotal 
connection with the feed-bar. 

4. In a sewing machine, the combination 
with a feed-bar, means for imparting rising 
and falling movements thereto, a primary 
feed-dog carried by said feed-bar, a feed 
rocker to which said feed-bar is pivotally 
connected, and means for actuating said 
feed-rocker, of a rock-lever, a fulcrum there 
for fixed upon said feed-bar, an auxiliary 
feed-dog fixed upon said rock-lever, and a 
link connection intermediate said rock-lever 
and the feed-rocker at a point of the latter 
Offset from and in the direction of move 
ment of its pivotal connection with the feed 
bar. 

5. In a sewing machine, the combination 
with primary and auxiliary feed-bars pivot 
ally connected together at a point in the direc 
tion of seam from their operative surfaces for 
bodily movement in unison, a primary feed 
dog carried by the primary feed-bar, and an 
auxiliary feed-dog fixed to the auxiliary feed 
bar, and solely controlled thereby in its re 
lation with the primary feed-dog of com 
mon lifting means for imparting rising and 
falling movements to said feed-bars, a com 
mon actuating member for imparting feed 
ing movements to said feed-dogs, a pivotal 
connection intermediate the primary feed 
bar and said actuating member, and a link 
connection between the auxiliary feed-bar 
and said actuating member. 

6. In a sewing machine, the combination 
with a feed-bar, means for imparting rising 
and falling movements thereto, a primary 
feed-dog carried by said feed-bar, a feed 
rocker to which said feed-bar is pivotally 
connected, and means for actuating said 
feed-rocker, of a rock-lever, a fulcrum for 
said rock-lever carried by said feed-bar and 
disposed substantially between the pivotal 
connection of the same with the feed-rocker 
and the primary feed-dog, an auxiliary feed 
dog fixed to said rock-lever, and means for 
imparting to said rock-lever tilting move 
ments upon the feed-bar. 

7. In a sewing machine, the combination 
with a feed-bar, a feed-rocker with which 
the same has a pivotal connection, a primary 
feed-dog carried by said feed-bar, means for 
imparting to said feed-bar rising and fall 
ing movements, and means for actuating 
said feed-rocker, of an auxiliary feed-dog 
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movably connected with and deriving feed 
ing movements from said feed-bar, a rock 
lever to which said auxiliary feed-dog is op 
eratively connected and is adapted to receive 
rising and falling movements in relation to 
the primary feed-dog, a fulcrum-lever 
mounted for angular adjustment upon said 
feed-rocker, and a link connection inter 
mediate said rock-lever and the fulcrum 
lever. 

8. In a sewing machine, the combination 
with primary and auxiliary feed-bars piv 
otally connected together, a primary feed 
dog fixed upon the primary feed-bar, and an 
auxiliary feed-dog fixed upon the auxiliary 
feed-bar, of common lifting means for im 
parting rising and falling movements to 
said feed-bars, a feed-rocker for imparting 
feeding movements to said feed-dogs, a piv 
otal connection intermediate the primary 
feed-bar and said feed-rocker, a link con 
nection between the auxiliary feed-bar and 
said feed-rocker at a point of said feed 
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rocker offset from its connection with the 
primary feed-bar and adjustable in relation 
to the same, and actuating means for said 
feed-rocker including an adjusting device 
for varying the operative movements of the 
Sale. - 

9. In a sewing machine, the combination 
with primary and auxiliary feed-bars 
mounted for relative movement, a primary 
feed-dog carried by said primary feed-bar 
and an auxiliary feed-dog carried by said 
auxiliary feed-bar, of means for imparting 
to said feed-bars rising and falling move 
ments, a feed-rocker, means for actuating 
said feed-rocker, a pivotal connection inter 
mediate said primary feed-bar and the feed 
rocker, a lever carrying a fulcrum-pin 
mounted upon said feed-rocker and adjust 
able thereon to bring its fulcrum-pin into 
different angular relation with its axis of 
motion, and a connection intermediate the 
auxiliary feed-bar and said fulcrum-pin 
whereby differential rising and falling 
movements are imparted to the auxiliary. 
feed-dog in relation to the primary feed-bar. 

10. In a sewing machine, the combination 
with primary and auxiliary feed-bars 
mounted for relative movement, a primary 
feed-dog carried by said primary feed-bar 
and an auxiliary feed-dog carried by said 
auxiliary feed-bar, of means for imparting 
to said feed-bars rising and falling move 
ments, a feed-rocker, means for actuating 
said feed-rocker, a pivotal connection inter 
mediate said primary feed-bar and the 
feed-rocker, a lever pivotally mounted upon 
said rocker at one side of its axis of motion 
and carrying at one end a fulcrum-pin and 
provided with an oppositely extending fin 
ger, an adjusting screw also carried by said 
rocker and adapted to engage the finger of 
said lever, and a connection intermediate 
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the auxiliary feed-bar and said fulcrum-pin 
whereby differential rising and falling 
movements are imparted to the auxiliary 
Eldog in relation to the primary feed 
a. 

11. In a sewing machine, the combination 
with primary and auxiliary feed-bars 
mounted for relative movement, a primary 
feed-dog carried by said primary feed-bar 
and an auxiliary feed-dog carried by said 
auxiliary feed-bar, of means for imparting 
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to said feed-bars rising and falling move 
ments, a feed-rocker, means for actuating 
said feed-rocker, a pivotal connection inter 
mediate said primary feed-dog and the 
feed-rocker, a lever pivotally mounted upon 
said rocker at one side of its axis of motion 
and carrying at one end a fulcrum-pin and 
provided with an oppositely extending fin 
ger, an adjusting screw also carried by said 
rocker and adapted to engage the finger of 
said lever, a set-screw for securing said le 
ver in its several positions of adjustment 
upon said rocker, and a connection interme 
diate the auxiliary feed-bar and said full 
crum-pin whereby differential rising and 
falling movements are imparted to the aux 
iliary feed-dog in relation to the primary 
feed-bar. 

12. In a sewing machine, the combination 
with stitch-forming mechanism, a primary 
and an auxiliary feed-dog, means for im 
parting to said feed-dogs differential oper 
ative movements, and a throat-plate pro 
vided with a needle-hole and adjacent aper 
tures for said feed-dogs, of a presser-foot 
comprising a shank and a toe portion rig 
idly connected thereWith and overlying said 
primary feed-dog, and a heel portion yield 
ingly connected with said shank and 
formed with an operative face having a 
channel disposed above the auxiliary feed 
dog, and alongitudinal rib overlying the 
adjacent margins of said feed-dog and the 
throat-plate adjacent the feed-dog aperture. 

13. In a sewing machine, the combination 
with stitch-forming mechanism, a primary 
and an auxiliary feed-dog, means for im 
parting to said feed-dogs differential Oper 
ative movements, and a throat-plate pro 
vided with a needle-hole and adjacent aper 
tures for said feed-dogs, of a presser-foot 
comprising a shank and a toe portion rig 
idly connected therewith and overlying said 
primary feed-dog, and a heel portion yield 
ingly connected with said shank and 
formed with an operative face having a 
channel disposed above the auxiliary feed 
dog, and spaced longitudinal ribs at Oppo 
site sides of said channel, one of which 
overlies the adjacent margins of Said feed 
dog and the throat-plate adjacent the feed 
dog aperture. 

14. In a sewing machine, the combination 
with stitch-forming mechanism, a primary 

5 

and an auxiliary feed-dog, means for im 
parting to said feed-dogs differential oper 
ative movements, and a throat-plate pro 
vided with a needle-hole and adjacent aper 
tures for Said feed-dogs, of a presser-foot 
comprising a shank and a toe portion rig 
idly connected therewith and overlying said 
primary feed-dog, an auxiliary heel portion 
Overlying the auxiliary feed-dog and piv 
otally connected with said shank at the rear 
and provided with an upwardly extending 
stop finger normally resting in contact with 
said shank, and a spring interposed be 
tWeen said shank and the heel portion for 
Ward of its pivotal connection. 

15. In a sewing machine, the combination 
with stitch-forming mechanism, a primary 
and an auxiliary feed-dog, means for im 
parting to Said feed-dogs differential oper 
ative movements, and a throat-plate pro 
vided with a needle-hole and adjacent aper 
tures for said feed-dogs, of a presser-foot 
comprising a shank and a toe portion rig 
idly connected therewith and overlying said 
primary feed-dog, an auxiliary heel portion 
overlying the auxiliary feed-dog and pivot 
ally connected with said shank at the rear 
and provided with an upwardly extending 
stop finger normally resting in contact with 
Said shank, a Spring interposed between 
said shank and the heel portion forward of 
its pivotal connection, and means for ad 
justing the tension of said spring. 

16. In a sewing machine, the combination 
with stitch-forming mechanism, a primary 
and an auxiliary feed-dog, means for im 
parting to said feed-dogs equal feeding 
movements, means for imparting to said 
feed-dogs differential lifting movements, 
and a throat-plate provided with a needle 
hole and adjacent apertures for said feed 
dogs, of a presser-foot comprising a shank 
and a toe portion rigidly connected there 
with and overlying said primary feed-dog, 
and a spring-depressed heel portion overly 
ing said auxiliary feed-dog and pivotally 
connected with said shank and provided 
with a stop normally engaging the latter to 
limit the downward movement thereof. 

17. In a sewing machine, in combination, 
a main-shaft, feed-actuating and feed-lift 
ing eccentrics thereon, a rocking member 
mounted upon a fixed fulcrum and having 
a laterally slotted Segmental arm and an 
upright arm, an eccentric-rod embracing 
said feed-actuating eccentric and connected 
with the upright arm of said rocking mem 
ber, a feed-rocker also mounted upon a fixed 
fulcrum and having a lateral and an up 
right arm, a link pivotally connected at one 
end with the lateral arm of said rocker 
and provided at the other end with an ad 
justable connection with the lateral seg 
mental arm of said rocking member, a feed 
dog, a feed-bar by which the same is carried 
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and having a pivotal connection with the 
upright arm of said feed-rocker, and a Sup 
porting link embracing the feed-lifting ec 
centric upon the main-shaft and having a 
pivotal connection with said feed-bar. 

18. In a sewing machine, in combination, 
a main-shaft, feed-actuating and feed-lift 
ing eccentrics thereon, a rocking member 
mounted upon a fixed fulcrum and having 
a laterally slotted segmental arm and an up 
right arm, an eccentric-rod embracing said 
feed-actuating eccentric and connected with 
the upright arm of Said rocking member, a 
feed-rocker also mounted upon a fixed full 
crum and having a lateral and an upright. 
arm, a link pivotally connected at one end 
with the lateral arm of said rocker and 
provided at the other end with an adjust 
able connection with the lateral Segmental 
arm of said rocking member, a feed-bar 
having a pivotal connection with the up 
right arm of said feed-rocker, a Supporting 
link embracing the feed-lifting eccentric 
upon the main-shaft and having a pivotal 
connection with said feed-bar, two relatively 
movable feed-dogs mounted upon said feed 
bar, and an operative connection intermedi 
ate one of said feed-dogs and said feed 
rocker at a point laterally disposed in rela 
tion to its pivotal connection with said feed 
bar. 

19. In a sewing-machine, in combination, 
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a main-shaft, feed-actuating and feed-lift 
ing eccentrics thereon, a rocking member 
mounted upon a fixed fulcrum and having a 
laterally slotted segmental arm and an up 
right arm, an eccentric-rod embracing said 
feed-actuating eccentric and connected with 
the upright arm of said rocking member, a 
feed-rocker also mounted upon a fixed full 
crum and having a lateral and an upright 
arm, a link pivotally connected at One end 
with the lateral arm of said rocker and pro 
vided at the other end with an adjustable 
connection with the lateral segmental arm 
of said rocking member, a feed-bar having a 
pivotal connection with the upright arm of 
said feed-rocker, a Supporting link embrac 
ing the feed-lifting eccentric upon the main 
shaft and having a pivotal connection with 
said feed-bar, two relatively movable feed 
dogs mounted upon said feed-bar, a later 
ally adjustable fulcrum carried by said 
feed-rocker, and an operative connection 
intermediate said fulcrum and One of said 
feed-dogs. - 
In testimony whereof, I have signed my 

name to this specification, in the presence 
of two subscribing Witnesses. 

ALFRED GRIEB. 

Witnesses: 
H. A. KoRNEMANN, Jr., 
JosEPH. F. JAQUITH. 

Washington, D.C.' 
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